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Winter Boat Shows
Providence Boat Show

We feel like children when
the calendar turns to December as we wait our first loads
of boats from Chaparral.
Our new product will be arriving just before the Providence
boat show in January. We
can’t wait for you to get your
first look at this incredible line up! We are going to have a great variety of colors, gel
schemes, and options
on these boats.
The first load of H2O
boats will feature an
18 Sport, 19 Sport, 19
Ski & Fish, and a 21
Sport with a folding tower.
The other truck load coming
our way will have a 224
Sunesta deck boat with a
black Vapor gel scheme. This
boat will be an eye catcher for
sure! Some key features are
the convertible aft seating,
head compartment, multiple

cockpit table mounts, and
dual fuel fills (yes you read
that right. Fuel fills on both
sides eliminating the pain of
trying to select the right
pump).
The 246 SSi bow rider will be
in black as well but with a

wideband gel coat scheme,
sport graphics and a black
folding tower. The 246 has an
aft sun pad, head compartment, dual fuel fills, and a
swimplatform mat.
We are excited to receive the
all new 250 Suncoast. This

outboard powered bow rider
will have a 300HP Yamaha
Four Stroke on its stern. The
SeaDek Teak swim platform
mats add a classy look. The
head compartment will feature a sink and electric toilet.
In the bow, added cushions fill
it in to make the perfect sun
lounging spot.
These boats will be
just a highlight of what
Chaparral has to offer!
Don’t miss your
chance to see these
boats and more during
the winter boat shows
and right here in our
heated showroom!!
For more information on
these and all the other great
models Chaparral has to offer
check out their website!
**Chaparral Website**

January 23rd - 25th
RI Convention Center
New England Boat Show

2015 BOAT SHOW CIRCUIT

February 14th - 22nd
BCEC
Worcester RV/Boat Show
March 15th-17th
DCU Center

This will be our big debut of
the Chaparral Boats!!
Yamaha’s re-designed 24
models will be on display as
well. We will also be featuring
our Berkshire Pontoons. This
is a great chance to get out of
the house and see some
great new products!!

The marathon of boat shows
begins Feb. 14th and
concludes nine days later on
the 22nd. We will be in the
Yamaha booth as well as the
Chaparral Booth for this show.
Come on up and visit us at the
BCEC!

The DCU Center is the place to
be in March! We wrap up the
show circuit March 13th–
15th with a great display of
Yamaha, Chaparral, and
Berkshire Pontoons. Spring is
just around the corner when
this show ends!!!
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Steering got you bummed?
For those of you who know all
about the advantages of our
Yamaha Jet Boats you also know
about the learning curve associated with the low speed steering.
As the captain you have mastered
the technique but that might not
be true for the rest of your crew.
The answer to your dilemma is
simple.. It’s time for “fins”.
We have hooked up with a great
company that makes aftermarket
parts for Yamaha Boats. The most
popular being Thrust Vectors. The
fins are designed to be deployed
down at slow speed giving you
smaller rudders in the water to
Twin Engine Kits will fit help steer. As you accelerate they
flip up out of the way and your
the new 2015 24’
boat will perform exactly as if
nothing has changed.
models with the
articulating keel as
well!! (Special fin is
included in the kit)

There are kits available for single
engine boats (190/192) and for
the twin engine boats (21 and
24). The kits are designed to fit
all Yamaha Jet Boats from 1996
to present model year. There a
few color options available from
the standard all black to combinations like blue over white or white
over red.
Single kits start around $190 for
all black and $210 for colors. The
twin engine kits start at $380 for
all black and $400 for colors.
Contact Bryan to get yours
ordered today!!

Light up the water
Boating during the day is a blast.
Boating at night can be taken to a
whole new level. We can raise
your cool factor by a few points
with the installation of underwater lighting. There are lot of
companies out there that produce
underwater lights but there are
only a few that make the grade
here at Twin City Marine.
In both freshwater and saltwater
market Lumitec and OceanLED
Amphibian have what we consider
the best quality light for the right
price. Both companies use a flush
mounted light with all the circuitry

built in. A small hole is need to
pass the wires into the boat and
then connected to the dash. Different color options are available
including color changing lights.

Photo Credit: James Tarro—210CL Berkshire
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Guidance for you Trailer
When approaching your trailer
has the thought ever crossed your
mind “Man where is my trailer”?
We all know with no wind and flat
water this task is quite simple
and stress-free. Unfortunately
mother nature likes to stir things
up a bit during these crucial
times.
A simple solution is to install
guide bars to the trailer to aid you
during loading. Not all guide bars
are not made the same and we
have found a company that takes
great pride in giving you a great
product while not exploding your
wallet.
Some key features of these particular guide bars are the added
gusset at the radius to provide
unmatched strength should you
“bump” one of the bars while
loading. The metal upright portion
extends 6 inches from the top of
the PVC tube. Also there is a
round tube holder welding just
about the radius to allow the tube
to rotate as the boat passes by.
The guide bars come in 47 inch
and 60 inch lengths as well as in
two different materials, Gold Zinc
Plated and Galvanized.
If the white PVC look isn’t sitting
well with you we have an answer
for that as well. Guide Bars Pads
that start from 28” and go to 60”
with 2” increments . Your choice

of 10 different colors as well!!

Guide Bar Pricing
47” Gold Zinc Plated
$154.95
47” Galvanized
$164.95
60” Gold Zinc Plated
$179.50
60” Galvanized
$189.50
Guide Pad Pricing
40” for 47” Guides—
$89.90
52” for 60” Guides—
$107.90

Bow Comfort
Keeping with the trailer theme of
this page let’s talk about your
bow roller. Have you looked at
your roller lately? Is it all cracked
and weathered, or worse is it
leaving marks or scratches on
your boat? If you are looking to
replace it with one that will last
for years to come and leave your
bow mark/scratch free there is
only one choice; the Ultimate Bow
roller from Stoltz Industries.
The roller comes in 3” and 4”
version (both stocked here at
TCMI) and is made of polyurethane rather than rubber or PVC.
A new U.V. stabilized formula will
maintain its color much longer
and lab test have proven the polyurethane has a much better cut

and abrasion resistance than
PVC. The Stoltz roller will not
mark up your boat or flat spot
when pressed against the hull.
Best of all it’s made in the USA!!!
The Stoltz Bow Roller is the standard roller on the Chaparral H2O
trailer. Don’t torture your boat any
longer.. Upgrade today!!

ULT3—
$44.99

ULT4—
$46.99
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A musical upgrade

The Fusion Bluetooth
adapter will give any
source unit with RCA
inputs wireless
streaming capabilities

One thing that every boat has in
common is the need for music.
Most OEMs aren’t looking for the
ultimate stereo package when
they are building a boat, but that
doesn’t mean the customer
wants to settle for OK sound. It is
tough to find a company who can
excel in making a great product
that can also withstand the harsh
marine environment. That is until
you see what Fusion Electronics
has to offer.
Fusion has developed what they
call True-Marine™ products. All of
their products are designed, engineered, and test for the marine
environment.
Fusion offers a few different
source units but their most popular are the 700 series and the
205 model.
The MS-IP700i source unit features a sealed internal
iPhone/iPod dock for complete
integration and control. Multizone control allows you to adjust
the speaker volume in up to 4
different areas of your boat. The
built in Class D amplifier boost
the radio output to 70 Watts per
channel compared to the average
45 Watts of most source units.

The Fusion 205 source unit is the
ultimate in compact stereo equipment. The base unit has an
AM/FM tuner putting out 50
Watts per channel and the USB
and Aux inputs on the rear allow
for plenty of add-ons.
Installing Fusion’s Bluetooth
adapter allows you to stream
music right from your device using your favorite music streaming
apps.

Fusion doesn’t stop at just
source unit. Their speakers come
in 4,6, and 7 inch as well as
boxed speakers for your cabin.
Their full range marine speakers
incorporate CURV cone technology and titanium tweeters produce powerful and clear sound.
Speakers come standard with
white or black grills. The optional
Sport grills add the extra bling
that you might be looking for!
Come see these products on
display in our store!

The revolutionary UNI-Dock™
supports the widest array of
smart phones, media players and
USB devices on the market. Compatible with FUSION’s innovative
MS-AV7000, MS-AV700i, MSIP700i and MS-RA205, the new
UNI-Dock™ allows users to enjoy
on-the-water entertainment from
an extensive range of Apple and
supported MTP (Media Transfer
Protocol) enabled Android and
Windows smartphones. Three
adaptor cables are included with
the UNI-Dock™ (1xUSB - Apple
30Pin, 1xUSB - Apple Lightning, 1xUSB - MicroUSB) for
convenient connection to
the widest range of supported devices.

WetSounds is coming...
Another recent addition to the
showroom here at Twin City is the
Wet Sounds brand of tower and
boat speakers. All of Wet Sounds
products are designed for high
performance in the harsh marine
world.
The Icon8 tower series is a performance designed speaker for a
full mid bass sound
with clean details in
the high ranges. The
Icon series is a great
addition to any tower
to give full sound in
and around the boat.

The Revolution series speakers
provide remarkable volume and
full range sounds at distances of
80 feet and more. With it’s patented Rev-Tec technology the
rider will have clear sound outside of the wake to almost
parallel to the boat.

Available in Black, White, or the
Special Edition Pink

What would speakers be without
LED lights?? Wet Sounds offers
light rings for all the tower, in
boat, and subwoofers. A great
add on to make your boat stick
out at night!
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Water Sport Fun!
Check out some of the new
Tow-ables coming to our store
that will compliment our full
range of Yamaha branded tubes!

Every Pontoon Needs
a Slide!!

(Slide not a current
stock item—Order
Yours Today!)

Twin City on Facebook
Everyone likes to show off their
pride and joys. This season we
would like to see you, your family,
and your boats in action!!
Our Facebook page loves new
post especially pictures so post
away! Try to be creative and get
our logo involved and who knows
you might just win a prize!!!
If you don’t already “like us” on
Facebook then what are you waiting for?!?!

**JUST CLICK HERE**
We are looking forward to seeing
all of your photos!!

From the Helm Seat
The holiday season is loved by some and dreaded by others. I have always loved
this quote from the movie Scrooged “It’s Christmas Eve! It’s the one night of the
year when we act a little nicer, we smile a little easier, we cheer a little more. For a
couple of hours out of the whole year, we are the people that we always hoped we
would be!” Today “Life” seems to always get in the way of taking the extra time to
smile at someone, help out a friend in need, or even just calling our family. The
holiday season seems to bring us all back together. Enjoy your time with family,
whether it’s a baby’s first Christmas or Grandma’s 80th. As the Mutter family gathers on Christmas night for our ritual espresso martini-polooza, we will be toasting
to all of you. Thank you for being a part of our family. We wish all of you a great
holiday season and a Happy New Year!!

Best Wishes,

The Mutters

Meet the Family
A quick introduction…

Keith Mutter - service@twincitymarine.com


President, Service Manager, Wood Craftsman and Corvette enthusiast

Rudy Mutter III - rudy@twincitymarine.com


Vice President, Sales , and connoisseur of Espresso Martinis and 80’s music

Kay Mutter - parts@twincitymarine.com


Parts Specialist, Customer Service, the Nicest person at Twin City and Keith’s better half

Bryan Mutter - bryan@twincitymarine.com


Sales, Parts, Service, Men's League Hockey Legend and can be found wrapped around his
daughter Diem’s finger

Ron Laplante


Service Technician, Resident Comedian and Singer, Model car, train, plane extraordinaire

Mark Benway


Service Technician, Able to fit in tight spaces, Rec League Basketball All-star

Stay Connected to our Social Media

